Strategic Alliance between TMG Consulting and Vanry and Associates
May 22, 2017 – Austin, TX – TMG Consulting announced a strategic alliance with Vanry and Associates,
expanding its consulting capabilities to include transmission, distribution, and operations.
TMG has 25 years of consulting expertise in enterprise customer and operations-enabling applications
through services that include application planning, procurement, and a wide range of client-side delivery
support services.
Vanry has complementary experience in transmission and distribution consulting with a focus on
transformation strategy and leadership development. Vanry will enhance the breadth and depth of TMG’s
capabilities in its support of technologies such as MDM, AMI, GIS, and MWM.
This alliance will also allow TMG to extend consulting services across other systems which include: SCADA,
Outage Management Systems (OMS), Advanced Distribution Management (ADMs), Distributed Resources,
Storage System, and Distributed Energy Resource Management systems (DERMs).
According to Mario Bauer, CEO of TMG Consulting, “A growing number of CIOs, who recognize the value
of TMG capabilities, methodologies, and insights, want us to deepen our services among operational
technologies and grow to serve more clients. The alliance with Vanry allows us to scale quickly and
effectively to meet the overall needs of the industry.”
“Combining TMG’s and Vanry’s knowledge, capabilities, and insights to produce powerful strategic
perspectives and leadership discernments allows utilities to see further and deeper into transformation
possibilities,” says Stewart Ramsay, Vanry’s Managing Executive. “There is a long history of collaboration
between TMG and Vanry and a strong alignment of values and principles founded on a client-first
philosophy. This relationship will deliver benefits across the lifecycle of multiple projects to ensure the
success of our clients.”
About TMG Consulting
TMG Consulting is the leading provider of comprehensive consulting and research services that support
the lifecycle of utility enterprise IT and edge systems. Since 1992, more than 275 utility companies have
trusted us with the planning, justification, acquisition, implementation, and support for mission-critical
projects. Visit www.tmgconsulting.com for more information about our services.
About Vanry and Associates, Inc.
Vanry Associates are a group of highly experienced business leaders and consultants who help build and
deliver business strategies and boost operational performance. Their expertise includes transmission and
distribution consulting with a specific focus on transformation. They specialize in leadership development
by assisting senior executives with executive alignment, role transitions, communication competence,
self-awareness, and overall business transformation.
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